
Things to remember to bring as a ROWER:                     Why do I need this?

All Uniform pieces w/ your name or initials written on the tag So someone can return it to you! 

Extra rowing clothes (t-shirts, spandex, hat), if you have it Your rower may need a backup

Athletic shoes                                                                              

Coach may ask your rower to run for warm-

up

Mud shoes (rainy weather) Tent areas get very sloppy if it rains

Extra socks

Rower's feet often get wet putting the boats 

on the water

Sunglasses (sunny weather)   Coach request

Sunscreen (sunny weather) Coach request

Earmuffs, hat, gloves, Under Armor, hoodies, windbreakers, sweat 

pants   We are outside ALL DAY.

Books/ Homework/something to do while waiting There is a lot of “down time” between races

iPods/music device (name on it and kept somewhere safe because 

small, expensive items tend to get lost) There is a lot of “down time” between races

Money/creditcard/checkbook

To purchase Race t-shirts or other things at 

vendor stands.

Large Blanket Kids often sit on ground

Towel   In case the rower gets wet during the race

Things to remember to bring as Parents: Why do I need this?

Friends and Family! Our rowers love the support

Your assigned food/drink items from the food list  You signed up for it

Lawn Chairs                          A lot of down time between races

Sunglasses (sunny weather)  

Sunscreen (sunny weather) 

Hats

Umbrella

Lap blanket

Comfortable shoes                                                                       

You will commute to and from the finish line a 

couple times during the day.

Mud shoes (rainy weather) Tent areas get very sloppy if it rains



Camera and/or video camera                                                                              

To capture the race and the winning 

moments

Dress according to weather - layer clothes.  Include a warm jacket if 

needed We are outside ALL DAY

Binoculars  All the rowers/boat look the same far away.  

Parents Should Expect to:

Help set up and take down tent area                                               

It goes so much faster when everyone 

pitches in to help

Help with grilling, cutting, serving, preparing food items               This goes on all day.  

Carry things to and from vehicles to set up area  Of course, only if you physically can 

Things not to bring:

While the race atmosphere is much like a large “tailgate” party, please 

be advised that crew races are scholastic events, and as such, 

possession and use of drugs or alcohol are not permitted at any race 

site.


